Abstract. The electrochemical dynamics of a film of FeCo nanoparticles were studied on a glassy carbon electrode (GCE). The film was found to be electroactive in 1 M LiClO 4 containing 1:1 v/v ethylene carbonate -dimethyl carbonate electrolyte system. Cyclic voltammetric experiments revealed a diffusion-controlled electron transfer process on the GCE/FeCo electrode surface. Further interrogation on the electrochemical properties of the FeCo nanoelectrode in an oxygen saturated 1 M LiClO 4 containing 1:1 v/v ethylene-carbonate-dimethyl carbonate revealed that the nanoelectrode showed good response towards the electro-catalytic reduction of molecular oxygen with a Tafel slope of about 120 mV which is close to the theoretical 118 mV for a single electron transfer process in the rate limiting step; and a transfer coefficient (α) of 0.49. The heterogeneous rate constant of
Introduction
Modifying the surface of an electrode to provide some control over how the electrode interacts with its environment is one of the most active areas of research in electrochemistry [1] . The ability to chemically modify electrodes has provided a powerful route to tuning their performance. This has been of particular importance for research into energy storage devices [2] , corrosion protection [3] , molecular electronics [4] , electrochromic devices [5] , electrochemical sensing and fundamental research into phenomena that influence electrochemical processes. The distinguishing feature of a chemically modified electrode is that a thin film of a selected chemical is bonded or coated onto the electrode surface to endow the electrode with unique electronic, optical, and catalytic properties [6] .
Glassy carbon electrodes are commonly employed in electrochemical applications due to their excellent properties which include low background currents, wide potential window, low electrical resistance and a reproducible surface structure that can be easily cleaned. They show wide thermal stability and morphological diversity [7] [8] . The surface of a GCE can be modified in a number of ways in order to improve its performance in various electrochemical systems. Conducting polymers [9] [10] , carbon nanotubes [11] , nanoparticles [12] [13] [14] have all been used to modify glassy carbon surfaces. In recent years, modification of solid electrodes with nanoparticles has attracted considerable interest. Unlike bulk films, metal nanoparticles exhibit unusual property of quantized double layer charging effects. The main advantages to the use of nanoparticles modified electrode are high effective surface area and enhanced electron transfer rate [15] which constitute a part of the driving force in developing nanosized electrocatalysts. However, bimetallic nanoparticles are proved to have superior catalytic properties than pure metals due to the electronic interactions that occur 2 Nano Hybrids Vol. 3 between the components of the bimetallic system [16] [17] . Bimetallic FeCo nanoparticles in particular, are receiving wide attention in view of their potential scientific and technological applications.
FeCo nanoparticles are important soft magnetic materials with a variety of structural [18] [19] [20] , electronic [21] [22] , mechanical [23] [24] , optical [21] and electro-catalytic properties [25] . A lot of research has been conducted in the past to synthesize and characterize FeCo nanoparticles and their composites [22, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] over standard carbon-coated copper grids and allowed to dry for analysis. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) elemental analysis was determined from an EDAX system coupled to the Tecnai G2 TEM machine.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).
The SEM image of the film was captured using Gemini LEO 1525 model microscope. amplitude of 10 mV within the frequency range of 100 mHz -100 kHz was used.
Electrocatalytic Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR)
. ORR experiments were conducted in oxygen saturated 1 M LiClO 4 containing 1:1 v/v EC-DC electrolyte system using BAS 100W electrochemical work station. Hydrodynamic measurements were obtained from a glassy carbon rotating disc electrode.
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Results and Discussion
Characterization of FeCo Nanoparticles. TEM micrographs of the synthesized FeCo nanoparticles as shown in Fig. 1 , gave spherical nanoparticles of 35-50 nm in diameter. The nanoparticles are connected in chains of beads due to the magnetic and electronic interaction between the metal particles [32] . Similar TEM images have been reported for FeCo nanoparticles [33] [34] . The elemental analysis from EDX as depicted in Table 1 showed that the nanoparticles contain 56.84%
Fe and 43.15 % Co. This distribution is close to the original ratio (3:2) of the metal precursors in the reaction mixture. The oxygen peak in the EDX profile as shown in Fig. 2 was due to surface oxidation of FeCo nanoparticles during sample preparation and characterization; the peaks from carbon and copper were from the carbon-coated copper grid used during analysis. The SEM image in Fig. 3 revealed porous nanoclusters. The porosity will create a large surface area for immobilization of any dopant; also the fact that migration of solvated ionic species depends on the pore size of the film [35] , the porosity will greatly enhance the electrochemical and electrocatalytic behaviour of FeCo nanoparticles modified electrodes. 
Element
Fig. 3. SEM image of FeCo nanoparticles.
Voltammetric Studies of the FeCo Nanoparticles Modified Glassy Carbon Electrode. Fig. 4(A) shows the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of (i) bare GCE and (ii) GCE/FeCo within a potential window of -800 to 800 mV. As expected, the bare GCE did not exhibit any electrochemistry since there was nothing immobilized on the electrode surface. However, the GCE/FeCo gave an anodic peak, a, (I pa = 1.082 µA, E pa = 175 mV) and a cathodic peak, b, (I pc = 0.612 µA, E pc = 78 mV) at a formal potential, ∆E 0' = 127 mV. The peak to peak separation, ∆E p , and the ratio of peak currents, I pa /I pc , were calculated to be 97 mV and 1.77 µA, respectively. Although these were found to be slightly above the values for ideal Nernstian behaviour, they are well within the range of experimentally observed values for a reversible electron transfer process [36] [37] and also the fact that electrochemical processes depend on the supporting electrolyte and nature of the film. linear plot (anodic plot of Fig. 5 (D) ). The value of D was affected by the concentration of the electrolyte used in this study and is generally subject to uncertainties in volume and homogeneity of the film [38] [39] .
(1a) Further investigation from the plot of peak potentials versus scan rates (Fig. 6A ) revealed the dependence of peak potentials on scan rates. While the E pa was seen to increase, E pc decreases as scan rate increases.
Fig. 6.
The plot of the dependence of the peak potentials versus scan rates.
The surface concentration (Г) of the FeCo film on GCE was obtained from the integrated charges of the anodic CV curve in accordance with the equation for ideal, reversible thin layer electrochemistry [40] :
where F = Faraday constant (96485 C mol -1 ), ν = scan rate, R = gas constant (8.314 J mol addition, the fact that a lower peak to peak separation (∆E p ) value was recorded at this scan rate showed that the FeCo modified electrode exhibited a faster electron transfer at lower scan rates. The Г value is well within the range of values reported previously [39, 41] .
EIS Studies. EIS was used to investigate the interfacial properties of the bare and GCE/FeCo electrodes. This was conducted by recording the impedance spectra of the electrodes in LiClO 4 supporting electrolyte. Each Nyquist plot (Fig. 7 (A) ) showed a semi-circle and a Warburg diffusion line which is an indication that the electrochemical process on the electrode surface is kinetically controlled at higher frequencies and diffusion controlled at lower frequencies. The inset equivalent circuit was developed to fit the impedance parameters. R s is the resistance of the electrolyte solution which was obtained from the intercept of the semi-circle with the Z' axis at higher frequencies; the diameter of the semi-circle is related to the charge transfer resistance, R ct , which controls the transfer kinetics at the electrode interface. Extrapolation of the semi-circle to lower frequencies gave an intercept corresponding to R s + R ct from which the value of R ct was determined; Z w is the Warburg impedance which measures the mass transport of materials occurring through a diffusion-controlled process; CPE is the constant phase element that models the double layer capacitance (C dl ) which is due to surface roughness.
(A) (B) Analytically meaningful impedance spectra are usually recorded at higher frequencies where they are mainly controlled by the interfacial properties of the modified electrodes [42] . The bare electrode exhibited a wider semicircle at higher frequency with an R ct value of 44.12 kΩ which is two orders of magnitude higher than the R ct value of 159 Ω obtained for the GCE/FeCo electrode. This decrease is attributed to the presence of electroactive FeCo nanoparticles which promote the rate of electron transfer and therefore suggests a higher conductivity on the nanoelectrode than on the bare GCE.
Similar trends were observed in the values of the exchange current (i o ) and rate constant of electron transfer (k et ) as shown in Table 2 . This phenomenon is corroborated by the Bode plots ( Fig. 7 (B 
The values obtained for the kinetic parameters also revealed an improved electrochemical performance of the nanoelectrode over the bare GCE as illustrated in Table 2 . shows the cyclic voltammograms of the GCE/FeCo electrode saturated with oxygen at various scan rates. A linear correlation (Fig. 9A ) between the cathodic current and ν 1/2 suggests that the kinetics of the overall process are controlled by mass transport of molecular oxygen (O 2 ) from the bulk solution to the electrode surface. The cathodic peaks shifted to more negative potential values with increasing ν. A kinetic limitation therefore exists in the ORR process at higher scan rates. This phenomenon has been previously reported [46] . The oxygen reduction process is governed by equations 8 -9 [40, 47] : However, the mechanism of this reduction in the electrolyte under study could not be established at this stage. 
